VOL-U-FLEX Line and Port Hose feature a double-helix spring-steel wire reinforcement encapsulated in a continuous bridge of rubber for tough, long-life service. This unique Salem-Republic feature greatly extends hose life at a cost comparable to what you would expect to pay for conventional constructions.

**Heavy Duty Line Hose**

(V6339-6768D-D1201)

**TUBE** 1/8" static-conducting NR/SBR.

**CARCASS** Multi-plies of high-tensile square-woven polyester fabric. Dual high-tensile steel wire helix.

**COVER** Weather, ozone and abrasion-resistant SBR.

**ENDS** Plain cut or soft cuffs

---

**Special Extra H.D. Hose For Vactor Trucks**

(V6109-6768D-D2598)

**TUBE** Full 1/4" NR/SBR.

**CARCASS** One-ply high-tensile spun polyester woven fabric and special design dual high-tensile steel wire helix for increased flexibility.

**COVER** Weather, ozone and abrasion-resistant SBR.

**ENDS** Soft cuffs

---

*Denotes stocked items.